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With the heavy promotion of her debut book and appearing in a string of uber-cool ad campaigns, you'd
think Alexa Chung is ready for a lengthy holiday. The British TV host and model shows no sign of slowing
down. The 30-year-old recently revealed her new fashion venture on Instagram, posting a gold button with a
flower motif that reads: 'Alexa Chung for AG Jeans' along with the caption 'Coming soon! #AGJeans.'
So what to expect from this collection? Of course there will be a line of sexy jeans, plus t-shirts,
dungarees and signature dresses that will make a great addition to any girl's wardrobe. The funky pieces
won't leave a dent in the bank balance as according to WWD, the collection will retail between £42 and
£177. Alexa Chung for AG Jeans will be available on Net-A-Porter and Selfridges from 15th January.
The former Fuse News presenter - who hails Brigitte Bardot as her fashion icon- told WWD: "The
collection is inherently the missing pieces of my dream denim wardrobe which, as ever, is predominantly
inspired by a late Sixties, early Seventies aesthetic."
New York-based Alexa recently paid a visit to the Goldschmied factory in California and spent the duration
of her trip searching through shops in the area as part of her research for the collection.
So if you're loving Alexa's style and not afraid of trying out 60s/70s inspired pieces, well this collection will
suit you down to the ground. Now all you need to do is sit and eagerly wait for its arrival!
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Let's face it, we all splash out on a piece of arm candy once in a while - but how many of us would splash
out over £1,000 on a new handbag? Well that was the price of their must-have Alexa satchel in 2010.
Now that the satchel is no longer the ultimate fashion accessory, it's been a very bumpy ride for Mulberry.
Following recent reports of their crippling profits, they had a rethink and lower the prices on their ever
sought-after accessories..and the result was the birth of the Tessie range. Since its launch, the range has
been well received by die-hard fashionistas and celebrities alike, as these timeless investments start at
the price of just £495.
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According to the Somerset-based brand, this new line was inspired by their early collection where classic
style meets practicality. Each design is finished with a buckle and strap detailing, which reference
Mulberry's early design signatures.
Crafted in soft grain leather, the Tessie range comprises of the classic mini satchel, the ever favourite tote,
the roomy Hobo and to-die-for clutch bag, available in black, oak, poppy red, oxblood and the premium
midnight blue. A compact satchel costs £495, while both the larger version and the timeless tote style will
set you back at £595. The slouchy Hobo costs £695. The premium finish (in midnight blue) is available in a
clutch style, priced £595 and in a satchel form, priced £795.
Whatever style and colour you choose, it will be a great investment as you're sure to nail the bag trend in
the seasons ahead.
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The Tessie range is just the start of the brand's new wave of affordable accessories! So watch this space!
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Paris Fashion Week started off on a high with Saint's Laurent glittering micro mini dresses and
embellished kinky boots. Fashionastas across the world waited eagerly in anticipation to see if the biggest
names in fashion will keep up the momentum...
There wasn't a hint of anticlimax at the biggest fashion event of the year, as Chanel, Valentino and
Alexander McQueen show off the latest jaw-dropping and unforgettable pieces from their autumn/winter
2014-2015 ready to wear collection this week.
Let's be painfully honest here...Paris Fashion Week wouldn't be the same without Chanel's Karl Lagerfeld.
With past shows, including mazes and underwater kingdoms, it'd be intriguing to see what trick the
veteran designer will pull out of his sleeve!
This year, the godfather of fashion certainly didn't disappoint as he shows off his latest collection of baggy
trousers, chucky jumpers and outrageously patterned leggings in...wait for it... shopping aisles! And this
was no ordinary supermarket as shelves were fully stocked with Chanel - branded groceries and
essentials. Rihanna, Cara Delevingne and Stella Tennant, were more than happy to fill their baskets as
they pranced around the designer's latest creation. If only all supermarkets were like that!
While Lagerfeld took the usual route of devising theatrical shows, Valentino's Grazia Chiuri and Pierpaolo
Piccioli took a rather understated approach with their new-found trademark of ultra feminine collection,
which included collar dresses with strikingly beautiful floral patterns and abruptly-structured capes and
trench coats. The look was made popular by the likes of actress Keira Kinightley.
The last show of the night didn't go down like a lead balloon with fashionistas, as they were invited into the
daunting world of Alexander McQueen. ' Zombie-looking' models pranced down the runway (covered with
rocky and rugged landscape) with yeti - style fur, unrefined lace, floor-length feathered dresses and flat
laced boots - to be honest no model would survive walking on the heath in four-inch heels!
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Although the life-like landscape and the well constructed and detailed outfits really created a gripping,
bums of seats experience, the real star of the show was...the gigantic owl-inspired eyelashes that could
be seen from the back row!
As the press was gripped with the three big designers, there's one show that deserves a second look.
Swedish born Iris Van Herpen's latest collection features highly feminine pieces with a futuristic feel
coupled with ultra quirky accessories. With such innovative designs, it would be impossible to make the
show even more spectacular...well think again. The show featured models in vacuum-packed bags. Hard to
imagine? Well take a look at the pictures...
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It looks like trainers are not just for the gym this spring - and this is thanks to Chanel Haute Couture show
back in January 2014. Oh, only the Godfather of fashion Karl Lagerfeld can pull off this unlikely trend with
unconventional style!
During AW14 Fashion Week, every model's off-duty essential was the bright-coloured footwear. Also have
you noticed that Rita Ora and Rihanna are always pictured in a pair of sneakers? Even these trendsetters
refuse to suffer in style..maybe you should follow their lead?
So for this season's styles, think retro, think Gazelles... and they must be heavy-coloured so you have
every excuse to coordinate (or clash) with all Spring's key brights as well as your pick of bold prints...and
go for loose silhouettes. Think wide leg trackie pants, boyfriend jeans, sweatshirts, pool slides...believe it
or not, these are the unlikely wardrobe staples for this Spring.
And thank god for the change! For the last five-ten years, fashion was ruled by bodycon or cocktail
dresses, spiked heels, well-groomed hair and contoured makeup, a trend that was set off by reality TV
programmes like, Keeping Up the Kardashians and The Only Way is Essex.
The key message here is not to try so hard. In fact not trying at all but looking effortlessly cool is the key
look this season. As Jane Bruton, editor-in-chief of Grazia says; "There's nothing more fashionable than
not having to care – or looking like it, at least."
So go forth and experiment like crazy with well known brands such as Nike and Adidas or just play it cool
with one of the high street stand out styles - either way, with these comfortable beauties, you'll be bang on
time this season.
Remember now: the bolder, the better! However, we must warn you: enjoy this trend while it last, as we
have a sneaky feeling that the spikes and skin-tight dresses (with the perfect hair and make-up) will
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surface pretty soon.
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In 2008, the ex-Spice Girl entered the world of design - hands up, how many of us thought it was a big
joke? She may turn heads with her impeccable style, but many fashion critics questioned her ability as a
designer.
Six years later she proved her worth. She worked alongside with some of the biggest names in fashion, as
well as churning out jaw-dropping clothing lines which earned her a place in prestigious fashion shows in
pretty much around the globe. The tough journey of coming a respected designer was noted in her
documentary, aired on Skype.
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For her latest fashion adventure, Ms Posh teamed up with American contemporary artist and
photographer, Todd Hido and the result came in the form of a lookbook for her A/W 2014 sister collection,
Victoria. The collection includes stunning jewel studded eveningwear, cute monochrome polka-dot dress
and embroidered LBDs , displayed on picture-perfect models in what appears to be in a run-down, mooddampening motel.
The 40-year-old said: "Todd's painterly quality and use of narratives felt in tune with how the collection has
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The Beckham fashion empire continues to expand. Last year, she launched an ecommerce store,
showcasing the exclusive ICON collection, and is set to open her first flag slap store in London's Dover
Street later this year. With a new office and showroom in New York, something tell us she has her sights
on launching a store in Manhattan very soon.
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developed. Working with a photographer who doesn't traditionally shoot fashion really enriched how I could
portray the collection this season.'
Last season, the mum-of-four may have went too far with the boyish look which was a thumbs down with
her clients. However, she rein it by adding more feminine touches and sticking to elongating silhouettes.
It's good to see that Mrs David Beckham is back to doing what she does best - designing well-structured,
uber-stylish and easy-to-wear pieces and her latest collection is definitely a massive thumbs up!
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